The first 50 years.

Constant innovation

From a dream to 12,000+ aircraft delivered

The future

Healthy, resilient growth

Demand for 37,000+ airplanes over 20 years
Meet the Airbus family from 100 to 400+ seats

- Comfort
- Profitability
- Efficiency

**Single-aisle Family**
- A320neo
- A320neo
- A319neo
- A220-300
- A220-100

**Widebody Family**
- A350-1000
- A350-900
- A330-900
- A330-800
Unbeatable fuel efficiency

Aircraft category

- A220 and A320 Families: shared values
- Versatility on short- to medium-haul operations
- Step-change economics vs competitors
- Superior single aisle comfort
Profitable partnership

- All-NEO design: new engines, new wing, new Airspace cabin
- Up to 30% better cost per seat than previous generation
- 40 airlines already fly both aircraft on the same route
Shaping the future of air travel

- Only all-new design widebody
- >8,000 nm range
- Best widebody EIS
- 45t lower TOW vs competitor
A global actor pioneering new ways to connect people

Innovating value for customers

Versatile solutions for all needs